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Last week gave us another lesson on how fast sentiment can shift, as it quickly turned positive when 
it was announced that the U.S. and China agreed to remove some of the tariffs each nation has im-
posed on the other as part of the phase one trade deal and to delay any new tariffs. President Trump 
countered this statement Friday morning when he stated, “They [China] would like to have a rollback. 
I haven’t agreed to anything.” Just a few months ago, a statement like this would have been enough 
to send the market reeling, but after a brief sell-off, the S&P 500 closed Friday and the week at an-
other all-time high. This action leads one to believe sentiment has shifted from the negative outlook 
beginning in August, to more positive as we move to year-end.

Bond yields are one area of the market displaying the effect of positive sentiment. The U.S. 10-year 
Treasury traded at a 2019 low of 1.47% during the first week of September; since then, it rose through 
September, fell again in October, and is currently climbing again and trading 1.92%, with 0.20% of 
the increase occurring last week. Much of the recent yield rally coincides with a better than expected 
jobs report, third-quarter GDP, a positive statement from the Federal Reserve, and a rebound in both 
manufacturing and services PMIs. The reaction of the 10-year Treasury to the positive data points  
are another indication sentiment has turned and is much more positive than it was just a few  
months ago.
 
The U.S. is not the only economy experiencing a rise in yields; this effect has spread across the globe. 
International investors seem to believe the recession fear, which was the topic of conversation 
through the third quarter, has subsided. In August, about $17 trillion worth of global debt traded 
with a negative yield. Today, that amount has decreased to $12.5 trillion, according to Deutsche Bank. 
Short-term yields remain negative, as they are controlled by central banks. Instead, we are seeing a 
rise in longer-term yields, which are priced by the markets. The increase in international yields seems 
to be tied more to anticipated progress in trade talks between the U.S. and China and the further loos-
ening of monetary policies rather than a turnaround in economic data.

A significant factor impacting the reversal in sentiment is the continued strong third-quarter earnings 
season. Some analysts believe revenue to be more telling than earnings in the state of companies, as 
revenue is the top line of the income statement and accounting methodologies do not impact the 
results. From a revenue standpoint, 60% of S&P 500 companies have beat analysts’ estimates so far, 
besting the five-year average.


